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ABSTRACT
Aiming at building an LCS with reinforcement process con-
sistent with the gradient descent update of RL while uti-
lizing XCS’s accuracy-based rule discovery process, this pa-
per presents Dual-structured Classifier System (DCS), which
processes the gradient descent based update and XCS style
update in parallel. DCS is evaluated on the popular test-
bed problems for LCSs with three types of bucket-brigade
algorithms, Q-bucket-brigade, implicit-bucket-brigade, and
residual-bucket-brigade each combined with XCS’s original
bucket-brigade. Empirical results are provided that shows
DCS performing better than ZCS with the same optimal
level of XCS, while the consistency with RL’s gradient de-
scent update enables to apply the results of theoretical anal-
yses in RL field including rigorous conditions for the conver-
gence of DCS’s reinforcement process.

Categories and Subject Descriptors
I.2.6 [Artificial Intelligence]: Learning–Parameter learn-
ing.

General Terms
Algorithms, Design.

Keywords
Learning classifier systems, XCS, reinforcement learning,
function approximation.

1. EXTENDED ABSTRACT
The relationship between Learning Classifier System

(LCS) [4] and Reinforcement Learning (RL) [8] has been re-
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garded as one of the essential issue to be clarified, which
identifies the nature of LCS’s learning process and to
strengthen its theoretical basis. Comparison between the
bucket-brigade algorithms in LCS and the concept of Tem-
poral Difference (TD) in RL were carried out [3, 7] due to
the history of both sharing the concept of reinforcement that
originates in psychology of animal learning.

The main concern in LCS field, in the meanwhile, had
been generalization since XCS [14] was introduced, which
became the currently mainstream model and was analyzed
in theoretical aspect for its accuracy-based rule discovery
process [1, 2, 5]. Formal analysis of LCS’s reinforcement
process, together with generalization issue has become es-
sential in this context.

We have approached to this issue by focusing on Function
Approximation method, a common generalization technique
in RL, to be compared with LCS’s reinforcement process
with rule condition generalization. We firstly compared the
rule reinforcement process of Zeroth-level Classifier System
(ZCS) [13] and RL with function approximation method
in [12]. This analysis revealed that ZCS’s bucket-brigade
is consistent with a popular gradient descent based update
in RL with function approximation by suppressing the rule
discovery and adjusting ZCS’s parameters, and named such
model Reinforcement learning based ZCS (RZCS). This con-
sistency enabled to apply numerous theoretical results for
the gradient descent update published in RL field. One of
such example is to carry out a rigorous discussion on the
conditions for convergence, which we presented in [11].

On the other hand, the analysis in the same manner ap-
plied to XCS showed that the accuracy-based update of XCS
is critically inconsistent with the gradient descent update of
RL, while alternatively introduced XCS’s variant, RXCS,
whose bucket-brigade modified to become consistent with
the gradient descent update turned out to perform seriously
worse than original XCS [10].

Therefore, our objective is to build an LCS with a rein-
forcement process consistent with the gradient descent up-
date of RL while utilizing XCS’s accuracy-based rule dis-
covery process. In this paper, a newly designed LCS, Dual-
structured Classifier System (DCS) is presented1, which in-

1Preliminary idea of DCS is originally proposed in our pre-
vious work [9], which does not include any empirical results
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Figure 1: The relationship between classifier at-
tributes in DCS.

cludes both the reinforcement process consistent with Q-
learning with linear FA and the rule discovery process identi-
cal with XCS. This architecture enables to merge the strong
theoretical basis of RL and the effective GA of XCS. Fig-
ure 1 describes the basic idea of merging the gradient-based
update, the left side process, and XCS’s accuracy-based pro-
cess, the right side process2.

Firstly, two candidates models, DCS(RZCS-XCS) and
DCS(RXCS-XCS) are proposed, which merges the gradi-
ent descent based update of RZCS and RXCS with XCS’s
update to be processed in parallel. From the prelimi-
nary experiment, DCS(RXCS-XCS) showed better perfor-
mance compared with DCS(RZCS-XCS). Next, DCS is
evaluated on the popular test-bed problems for LCSs re-
garding three bucket-brigade algorithms: Q-bucket-brigade,
implicit-bucket-brigade and residual-bucket-brigade. Com-
pared with ZCS and XCS, DCS with residual-bucket-brigade
on multi-step maze environments showed better perfor-
mance than ZCS and is at the same optimal level with XCS.
On the multiplexer problems, DCS showed competitive per-
formance compared with XCS, which requires the accurate
generalization of the classifier conditions.

These results showed that DCS not only assures the con-
sistency with RL with FA for its reinforcement process, but
also works effectively in practice regarding both the control
problem and the concept learning problems. This shows
that the accuracy-based rule discovery process is effectively
working within the DCS framework.
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